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Consideration needs to be given to a proposed restructuring of the VDL Mode 4 SARPs within
the AMCP WG-D VDL Mode 4 Validation Subgroup (VSG-4).  In fact, this activity has already
been initiated.  Further discussion during the VSG-4 subgroup meeting revealed a SARPs
restructuring that was different than what was thought to: 1) bring the VDL Mode 4 SARPs into
alignment with the new ICAO format, and 2) to consider what was being proposed for VDL
Modes 2/3 and also what was done at AMCP/5 for HFDL.

The restructuring that has been proposed and apparently already adopted by the VSG-4 is to
make the SARPs be limited to the communications data link and associated link management
functions.  The applications and message formats would be moved into the manual.  The
proposal that moves the application(s) to a manual seems to be in line with the new ICAO
format.  However, this restructuring brings up something new that warrants discussion and
direction at the WG-D level and potentially at the AMCP level.

Following the logic of restructuring so that the SARPs now only includes the communications
data link and link management functions with no applications, we (AMCP/WG-D) are now
developing a generic communications data link.  The next step, per the VSG-4 is to validate this
generic communications data link SARPs by itself, and validate any application(s) at a later date.
This says that we would now be validating a generic data link to be followed by a validation of
any number or combination of applications, potentially, with any number or combination of C, N,
or S functionalities.  We also have no requirements upon which to validate such a generic data
link.  We have been given no direction by ICAO (or AMCP) to perform such a task, ie. develop
and validate a generic communications data link with associated management functions devoid of
any application(s).  We have been tasked to develop and validate a VDL Mode 4 data link for
surveillance applications, namely ADS-B and ADS-C (ATN-compatible).

This proposal requires discussion and acceptance in WG-D before the VSG-4 subgroup proceeds
with this SARPs restructuring and proposal of validating a SARPs devoid of any applications.
Currently this activity has already begun.  WG-D needs to determine if this activity should be
accepted and work allowed to proceed as proposed.  Apparently there is a concern with the delay
in accepted validation of SARPs pending the completion and acceptance of the ADSP ADS-B
requirements by the ADS Panel, which is estimated to be October of 1999, at the earliest.

AMCP WG-D is asked to fully consider this restructuring proposal by VSG-4 and determine how
this subgroup should proceed.


